
INTRODUCTION

In introducing this Grammar and Vocabulary a few preliminary

notes on the linguistic and ethnological relationship between the

Logbara and their nearer and remoter neighbours may be of some
interest.

1

.

First of all then : The Logbara people live between, roughly,

2^ 30' N. 30° 30' E. and 3° 30' N. 31° 30' E. extending from the

west bank of the Nile, about 50 miles north of Lake Albert, inland

and westwards across the political boundary into the Belgian

Congo. They number about 250,000 to 280,000.

2. The Logbara language belongs to the Ma*di^ group of lan-

guages, just as, say, Acooli belongs to the Lwoo'* group. The
name *Logbara* was introduced into general use by the white

colonizers, probably first by the Belgians. How this term originated

cannot be definitely determined. There is in the Aringa area a tribal

group called L6gbkrk as well as a clan group called L6gbdark

—

quite small groups. The name may have come to the ears of some
early traveller or government official in the area, who probably took

it to comprise the whole tribe; the name has since remained as

the collective name for this division. All Logbara agree, however,

that they are of the Ma*di nation, that they are Mk*di. They are

called Ma*di by the Aluur of OkOSro, their immediate neighbours,

in Bunyoro and Buganda.

3. The Ma*di and Lwoo peoples: their age and relationship are

pertinent matters. The Ma'di are entitled to lay claim to the

title of 'ancestors* of at least a considerable section of the Lwoo.
The dissociation of the two peoples takes us back to a period not

much later than A.D. 1000 when, we must infer, the Lwoo partly,

or possibly wholly, came into being, i.e. started their separate

existence.^ The Ma*di appear to be infinitely older than the Lwoo.
The important historic fact in this regard is that the large Ma*di

nation, up to about A.D. 1000, were the occupants of the territories

^ Or, to be more exact, Mi*df.
* Lwoo is a branch of the Jii group of languages.
' The manner of this separation and the origin of the Lwoo has been touched

upon in The Ltooo^ Part III, published by the Missioni Africane, Verona, 1954.
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on the east and west of the Nile, from about the Mongalla area

in the north to about Lake Albert in the south. The greater part

of the people, however, lived towards the north and west, while

in the vicinity of Lake Albert, if they reached it at all in those early

times, the Ma*di population was less dense. To the east of the Ma'di
lived, almost in their entirety, the even larger Lago nation. The
*Westem Lago' occupied almost the whole of present-day Acooli

country, reaching the Nile only at about Wadelai (Wod-Lei) and

to the south as far as Lake Albert, and from that longitude on,

occupying present Aluur country also. But in this region the Lar)0

and Ma*di lived side by side, more or less intermixed, from very

early times. This was the state of things up to about a.d. iooo.

4. At that period, or not much later, the Mongalla region of the

Ma'di country experienced a forceful invasion by strong 'Eastern-

Laqo* tribal groups. The first wave of invasion appears to have been

by the Pkdzulii. These were later followed by the Lowi or Looi

(commonly nicknamed Kakod), who fought the aboriginal Ma'di

and the previous Pkdziilii invaders (the latter apparently even more
savagely) and occupied part of the country. Then a third wave
arrived, another Eastem-Lar)o division, nowadays known as the

Bari.^ It was probably the Lowi who ravished the country the more
violently and before whom various Ma'di groups, mixed with frag-

ments of PkdzuM, chose to retire in practically every direction to

remoter regions. We may conclude from various traditional sources

that the removal to new areas apparently did not take place all at

one time, but probably continued over the centuries. The whole

movement was, overall, a withdrawal to the nearer or farther peri-

phery of former Ma*di-occupied territories as well as a considerable

extension of the periphery in various directions, in particular at

the expense largely of the *Western-Lar)o'. The invaders—the

Eastem-Larjo—thus came to form a large wedge-shaped enclave

in Ma*di-land, remaining almost completely surrounded by Ma*di

divisions, such as the M6r6, Av6kkyd, Kkliko, L5g5, L6gbkrk>

Mk*di-M6yo, and Mk'di-Opari (Nilotic Sudan). The MisA-

Mondo and Mkkkrkkd appear as larger groups among the LDg5.

Thus it appears that the Ma*di have lived on the Nile from

immemorial times.

5. Now to come back to our Logbara in particular: the origin

of their present-day existence as a distinct, separate, and indepen-

dent people, goes back to that time of invasion, shifting, and migra-

^ This was not their original name.
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tion. It is important to appreciate the fact that the routes by which
they came to their present country followed no single pattern. The
Logbara of today, as a whole, came from three different main
directions

:

(a) It would seem, though there is no real evidence to support
it, that a first and large group came from, broadly speaking, the

region of Yei via modern Aba, roughly along the present Belgian

Congo border, and entered the West Nile district of Uganda,
penetrating in an easterly direction for about lo nxiles. These were
the 'South-eastern Ma*di* group of the West-Ma'di.

(b) Large groups of Ma*di, coming from the north to the east

or west of the Nile, had left to invade Westem-Lar)0 territories,

or modem Acooli-land. One gets the impression that the refugee

Ma*di who reached the area of the upper Onyama and Ayugi
plateau (modem Patiko) were so numerous that they themselves

considered the territory too narrow to contain them all comfortably.

Hence various groups at different times set out in a westerly

direction towards the Nile. One such group, a large one (from
modem Acooli-land, so the people themselves insist), probably
the first in this region, reached the Nile, crossed it at about Rhino
Camp, and moved inland for a distance of 30 to 40 miles to 'Bs fiti^

in the region of Terego. By separating and spreading from here
(Terego) the greater part of modem Logbara country was occupied

as far south as (5fdkk, L5girr, and the Belgian Congo as far as Arial.

These belonged to the Eastem-Ma*di group.

(c) A third group came from the north, passed Lomule (Nimule)

and, south of Rhino Camp, crossed the Nile to the west and
occupied the mainly fiat land of Olepi, Okolo, and, most probably,

a considerable part of present-day Aluur-land, extending even into

Bunyoro. These were the Mk*di-Ndr{ or, as they are called in

Aluur—the Ma*di-Dyel (lit. *Goat-Ma*di*) and, in Bunyoro—the

Abatembuzi (supported by the Nyoro 'aristocracy'). These were
the southern section of the Eastem-Ma*di.

6. What are nowadays called the Logbara were thus, on arrival

in their present country, a motley collection of groups fleeing from
different parts of the country and having different social and
political affiliations—refugees in search of a new home. They were
far from being *one* nation and, apparently, never felt themselves

to be a united people : they hardly do so even now. The two last

^ Arabic Jebel Woti.
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mentioned (those who came to Terego and Olepi) were possibly

two separate tribes, and to some extent, even now, feel themselves

to be (and with reason, it would appear) each a distinct tribal unit.

The remaining Logbara (those from the Yei region) probably

represent quite a number of fragments—disparate groups, coming
only roughly from one direction (the north-west) but as distinct,

detached groups fleeing towards the unknown, in search of a new
home: in the end they met by chance in what is now Logbara

country.

The main tribal groups of present-day Logbara country are : in

the north (West-Nile, Uganda)—the Ramogi, O'dupi, Odravo,

Arir)ga, A'upi, Omugo, Rigbo (these are Lowi), Ulivu, Iyi*ba,

lyiidu; in the centre—the Terego, Maratsa, Ofade, Mundru, Olovo,

Kidzomoro, Ewadri, Dredzini, Otsodri, Dreeko, Oleevo, Aivu,

Oluko, Adziia, Aripi, PkdzuM, Mitsu, Adomi, Vura, Otsoko,

Arivu; in the south—the Ma'di-5ldri, Ofaka, Logirr; in the Belgian

Congo—the Awozak, Aluuru, Kaliko, Luu, Dtso, Dil'o.

The number and variety of dialects in the different parts of the

country serve but to reflect the very nature of the origin of the

people.

7. Existing conditions, resulting from the past history of Log-
bara, have made it difficult to decide which dialect of the language

to choose for purposes of this analysis. In deciding upon the

dialect spoken around Arua, the district headquarters of the West
Nile (Northern Province), i.e. the dialect of the Aivu and PkdzulU,

as a basis for this Grammar and Vocabulary, the author has allowed

considerations of practicability alone to influence his choice and

has disregarded such criteria as—^which is the ^authentic* or 'proper*

or *best type of Logbara, since such claims are, in his opinion,

untenable when applied to any one of the existing dialects.

The Grammar as a whole, in its general features, details or rules,

is common to all parts of the country. The Vocabulary, however,

differs considerably from one part to another. The region of the

Terego-Omugo forms a major language-group having a more or

less uniform, distinctive dialect; whereas the larger, further distant

areas, such as Logirr, Adomi, &c., have, in their turn, their own
distinctive peculiarities. The most distant dialect is apparently

that of the Ma*di-Ndri (also called Mkd€) of the Olepi-Okolo area.

The Vocabulary here given, as a rule, registers not only Aivu-

Pkdzulu words, but numerous terms from other dialects have also

been included for purposes of comparison; only in exceptional
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cases, however, are Ma*di-Ndri terms given, otherwise we might be
led too far afield. Many terms belonging to individual dialects

may in time become general, since intercommunication between

the different groups nowadays is unhampered. Several of these

'special* terms are not in common use at present, but by and large

are understood by everybody. To include these words, while it

might serve to expand the Vocabulary, would, at this stage, prob-

ably only confuse the student.

8. Another important factor, connected with the Ma'di, is formed

by the linguistic traces of Ma'di found in the Jii languages generally,

and more particularly in those of the Lwoo. History seems to give

plain hints as to how the two peoples came into contact, or how
Ma*di elements came to be introduced into the Jii (Nueer, Denka,

Lwoo) languages.

When the Ma'di as a whole had to abandon their home and the

movement of dispersion started, one larger group, or possibly a

number of groups, moved north-west along the Nile and eventually

reached and settled in modem Atwot country or thereabouts,

which was the home of the Lwoo, and where the Ma'di at that time

were incorporated with them. These Ma'di groups joined the Lwoo
as well as the Denka and the Nueer.

Ma'di influences in the Jii languages though not numerous are

evident. The manner, period, and degree of this influence has yet

to be investigated in detail ; such a study may eventually lead to very

interesting results. The traces of Ma'di found in LuNyoro, Lu-
Ganda, &c., go back, essentially, to the same early period of

migratory movement.

9. Particular Ma'di traces in the Aluur, Acooli, &c., languages go

back to a more recent past. As mentioned above, when the Lwoo
arrived they found the respective countries largely in the hands of

Ma'di tribal groups, side by side, perhaps, with no less considerable

Lar)0 groups. It was probably the rather unsettled state of affairs

under such entangled conditions that favoured, or rather, was

responsible for, the arrival of the neutral Lwoo and their installation

as unprejudiced rulers in the country, and the adoption of the Lwoo
language and customs by both the Ma'di and Laqo tribal groups.

It is not difficult to understand how numbers of useful Ma'di and
Larjo w^ords came to be retained in the new language—evidence of

old tinaes and events.

10. The Logbara language. The present Grammar and Vocabu-
lary.
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Logbara, as has been shown, is one of the Ma*di languages. It

differs considerably from the Ma*di spoken in the neighbouring
north-eastern regions by the Moyo and Opari and from that of its

western neighbours, the Logo and Kaliko, with all of whom contact

is easy. Only a short time, say about a month, is necessary in the

neighbouring region to pick up, more or less, the other's language
without much difficulty. The languages of the Avokaya and the

Moro, in the farther north-west Nilotic Sudan, no doubt have less

in common with Logbara,

The following features are characteristic of Logbara and, to a

great extent, of the other Ma'di languages

:

1. Tone plays an extremely important part in the composition

and the distinguishing of words.

2. The large number of monosyllabic root-words, especially

verbs. They consist of an open syllable, i.e. consonant (or con-

sonant combination) plus vowel: G+V. A few consist of a single

vowel only, or a vowel preceded by a glottal stop.

3. Among the consonant sounds, the velar-labials gb, kp, 08^5
the labio-velar-labial mogb, and the 'glottal* sounds * before

vowels and in 'b, *d, 'w, 'y are characteristic.

4. There is no grammatical gender,

5. There are no true articles,

6. There is no declension for cases; 'case* relationship is shown
by position of words in the sentence, or else by means of post-

positions.

7. In the genitive construction the Possessor (genitive or nomen
rectum) with the postposition mk (expressed or inaplicit) precedes

the Possessed (nomen regens); with the other postpositions the

Possessor follows the Possessed.

8. The adjective as attribute follows its noun.

9. There is no conjugation of any form: the verb is invariable

except for intonation. The personal pronoun or any other sub-
ject is simply placed in front of the verb ; sonie change occasionally

takes place in the tone-pattern of the verb.

10. There is no passive voice; the third person plural of the verb
is often used in an impersonal passive sense.

1 1

.

The prefixes a-, e-, o- appear as Verb Formatives to express

special meanings.

12. There is a general tendency to place constructional particles

(such as relative pronouns, prepositions or postpositions, con-
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junctions, &c.) after the term they refer to, or towards the end of

the sentence.

13. The terms for the different parts of the body are used as

postpositions or, more especially, as a kind of auxiliary noun in

colloquial phraseology.

Note: Of the above features, Nos. i, 4, 5, 6, (7), 8, 10, 13 are

common to the Logbara and Acooli (or Lwoo); Nos, 2, 3, (7), 9,

II, 12, are peculiar to the Logbara (or Ma*di).

Orthography : The orthography adopted in this book, which has

been worked out by the author as a result of his own field researches,

differs in some respects from that recently adopted for schools and
official publications. Forms used in the present study are listed

first, those used by schools, &c., follow in brackets: a or & (a);

e or e (e) ; 6 or i (i) ; i (1) ; 9 or o (o) ; 6 or u (u) ; dz (j) ; ts (c)

;

gb ormgb (gb) ; kp (kp) ; i)g (ng) ; double vowels (not used).

J. P. C.

Catholic Mission

Liruy Uganda

jSth September, igS3
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